BLACK FRIDAY GIVEAWAY
Terms & Conditions
1.

General: Unit 1 Survey (the “Promotion”) is organized and managed by UNIT 1 Gear, Inc. having its
address at 3411 Silverside Road, Rodney Building #104, Wilmington. DE 19810 (the “Promoter”).

2.

Dates: The survey will be available from 22th Nov 2019 to 28th Nov 2019. The draw and the
announcement of the winners will be on 29th Nov 2019.

3.

Participants: Anyone who complete all required fields on the Facebook & Instagram Lead Ad. Only 1
participant per email.
All Promotions are open to everyone over 13 years of age. With the following exceptions:
a. Employees (and their families) of the Promoter, its affiliates and subsidiary companies, as
well as representatives or agents of the Promoter;
b. Anyone else professionally connected with the Promotion.

4. Reward: 2 (two) UNIT 1 Helmets. 2 (two) winners. See full details of The UNIT 1 Helmet on
www.unit1gear,com
The reward will be sent to each winner between Dec 1st and Dec 15th. The reward is not exchangeable
or transferable and not convertible to cash. Any pictures depicting the prize on the press
advertisements, posters or social media are representative and the actual prize may vary from the
depictions.

5.

Draw: The draw will be held on the website: https://www.sortea2.com/sorteos The list of all
participants will be uploaded to the website and randomly the app will choose the winner. The full
process will be filmed, and any participant would be able to ask for the video.

6. Winner/s:
a. Communication: An email will be sent to all participants in BCC announcing the winner. Also
the winners will be posted on UNIT 1 Social Media Accounts.
b. Winner may be responsible for tax liability where applicable.

7.

Misc: The Promoter reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions or to cancel, alter or
amend the competition at any stage if deemed necessary in its opinion or if circumstances arise
outside of its control.

8. Privacy: The Promoter respects and is committed to protecting every applicant's privacy. The
personal information you provide will remain private and will only be used internally, for email
marketing purposes, and never disclosed with anyone outside of its Organization.
These Terms and Conditions supersede all other prior terms and conditions, understandings, arrangements or
agreements, whether verbal or written, in relation to the Promotion. Completing the Giveaway you are already
accepting this terms.

